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ABOUT SAGE
Sage is an independent investment management firm that serves the institutional and private client marketplace 
with traditional fixed-income asset management and global tactical ETF strategies. Based in Austin, TX, Sage 
was founded in 1996 to create and provide innovative investment solutions to investors. We are a client-
focused organization, committed to providing comprehensive institutional-based investment services. 

PIONEER IN ETF ASSET MANAGEMENT
Sage began using ETFs in 1998 and was one of the first managers to run an all-ETF strategy in 2002. As the 
ETF market evolved to represent the entire global bond market, it became possible for us to replicate our 
institutional Core Plus fixed income strategy in an all-ETF format and implement a series of target-risk global 
allocation strategies in an all-ETF format.  

MULTIPLE STRATEGIES TO MEET MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES  
Our tactical ETF offerings range from 100% fixed income to 100% equity, including a series of target risk and 
target date asset allocation strategies. While we maintain a high level of complexity within our investment 
process, we choose to express that complexity by using straight-forward, market segment oriented ETFs. Each 
asset allocation strategy will hold, on average, 10-20 ETFs at any given time.

CORE STRATEGIES

GLOBAL ASSET ALLOCATION STRATEGIES

ALL CAP EQUITY PLUS
The strategy will invest primarily 
in core domestic and international 
equity markets and will tactically 
allocate between 0-40% in non-
core segments such as emerging 
market equity, commodities, real 
estate and currencies.

CORE PLUS FIXED INCOME
The strategy will invest primarily 
in core fixed income and will 
tactically allocate between 
0-40% in non-core segments 
such as high yield, non-dollar, 
emerging market debt and 
preferred stocks.
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY

FOCUS ON THE BIG MACRO DECISIONS
We believe the most effective way to consistently add value, manage risk and protect clients over the long term is by 
getting the big macro decisions right. We refer to the big decisions as the market segment allocation. Within fixed income, 
market segment exposure is determined by the management of overall portfolio duration and yield curve positioning, along 
with core and non-core sector allocation exposure. Within equities, the big market segment decisions are driven by market 
cap, style, region, along with, core and non-core sector allocation.

INCORPORATE MULTI-DISCIPLINED TOP DOWN ANALYSIS
The most effective way to evaluate each big decision and to determine the appropriate allocation to each market segment 
is through a multi-disciplined, top-down investment process. In order to form a comprehensive top down view, four unique 
investment disciplines are employed. These include macroeconomic, fundamental, relative valuation and technical analysis. 
This weighted-evidence approach enables the investment team to consistently navigate clients through all market and 
economic environments.

SOLVE BASED ON NEAR TERM OUTLOOK
Because market fundamentals, economic conditions and the way asset classes relate to one another constantly change, 
we take a tactical approach to solving the big portfolio decisions. Sage’s Investment Committee meets regularly to form a 
rolling 3-6 month forecast and outlook for each major portfolio decision. In addition to harnessing the collective wisdom of 
the Sage investment team, this disciplined, forward-looking approach allows Sage to respond to changing environments in 
a timely manner.

IMPLEMENT WITH SIMPLICITY AND CLARITY
We believe that well informed clients make better investment decisions and that investments should be implemented with 
simplicity and complete transparency. Simplicity is reflected in the decision to use ETFs as they offer the most effective way 
to execute a global asset allocation strategy that has a tactical orientation. Transparency is reflected in our support of these 
strategies with extensive research and portfolio commentary.

INVESTMENT PROCESS

MANAGED BY 
INVESTMENT 
COMMITTEE

APPLY TOP 
DOWN ANALYSIS

DETERMINE 
ALLOCATION 
& POSITIONING

IMPLEMENT ON 
TACTICAL BASIS1 2 3 4

A six- member investment 
committee, supported by a 
team of research analysts 
and portfolio managers, 
executes the management 
process.

Investment Committee 
applies a top-down 
approach using four types 
of analysis: macroeconomic, 
fundamental, relative-
valuation and technical.

The Investment Committee’s 
top-down analysis drives the 
broad asset class exposure 
and market segment 
allocation.

The team meets regularly to 
evaluate 3-6 month outlook 
on key risk decisions and 
makes tactical adjustments 
to portfolio positioning 8-12 
times per year on average.
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HISTORICAL TACTICAL ASSET ALLOCATION RANGES

STRATEGY KEYS

DESIGNED TO BE DIVERSIFIED CORE SOLUTIONS
While the Sage Tactical Allocation Strategies have the ability to be meaningfully tactical, these are not “go anywhere, 
do anything” strategies. Each strategy works within reasonable portfolio risk constraints and is managed to deliver the 
diversification benefits of tactical management while providing consistently strong risk adjusted returns in all market 
environments.

MEANINGFULLY TACTICAL WITH FOCUS ON DOWNSIDE PROTECTION
A significant aspect of our investment process is to evaluate what can go wrong before we determine what can go right. Our 
strategies carry no static allocation to any asset class and have the flexibility to exit market segments entirely if the Sage 
investment team determines that our clients are not being compensated properly for the risk of the exposure.

INVESTMENT DECISIONS BASED ON A COMPREHENSIVE PERSPECTIVE
The Sage investment process is not solely dependent on one type of investment analysis. Incorporating multiple disciplines 
allows the Sage investment team to see inflection points more clearly and to develop enough conviction to make meaningful 
tactical changes.

INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH TO ETF DUE DILIGENCE
We use ETFs to implement these strategies because they offer our clients the most transparent, efficient and cost effective way 
for us to execute our tactical approach. We take a “best of breed” approach with our ETF due diligence process and base our 
evaluation on developing a critical understanding of the underlying index, product structure and security traits.

U.S TREASURIES U.S. CREDIT SECURITIZED DEBT NON-CORE FIXED INCOME

2008 11%-23% 29%-39% 39%-45% 0%-19%

2009 10%-23% 25%-38% 35%-45% 0%-22%

2010 10%-20% 18%-38% 34%-38% 15%-36%

2011 7%-10% 18%-24% 34%-53% 13%-36%

2012 7%-27% 23%-30% 41%-46% 0%-20%

2013 17%-22% 21%-32% 24%-36% 20%-24%

2014 17%-28% 17%-31% 26%-45% 15%-24%

2015 14%-44% 21%-31% 20%-45% 5%-25%

U.S. EQUITIES DEVELOPED INT’L EQUITIES EMERGING MARKET EQUITIES ALTERNATIVES CASH

2008 67%-90% 0%-18% 0%-5% 0%-8% 0%-10%

2009 57%-90% 0%-15% 0%-14% 0%-15% 0%-10%

2010 40%-71% 0%-23% 12%-17% 10%-15% 0%-12%

2011 44%-88% 0%-23% 10%-17% 0%-14% 0%-2%

2012 54%-88% 0%-20% 0%-10% 0%-14% 0%-2%

2013 54%-69% 10%-35% 0%-16% 0%-14% 0%-10%

2014 63%-78% 10%-35% 0%-10% 0%-5% 0%-2%

2015 48%-58% 40%-50% 0%-5% 0% 0-10%

SAGE CORE PLUS FIXED INCOME STRATEGY CALENDAR YEAR ALLOCATION RANGE: LOW-HIGH

SAGE ALL CAP EQUITY PLUS CALENDAR YEAR ALLOCATION RANGE: LOW-HIGH

Sage Advisory Services, Ltd. Co. (Sage, we, our and us) is a registered investment adviser that provides investment management services for a variety of institutions and high net 
worth individuals. The information included in this report constitute Sage’s opinions as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice due to various factors, such 
as market conditions. This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as investment advice or an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any 
security, strategy or investment product. Investors should make their own decisions on investment strategies based on their specific investment objectives and financial circumstances. 
All investments contain risk and may lose value. Each Tactical Investment strategy invests in ETPs, such as ETFs and ETNs. Investors should consider ETPs’ investment objectives, 
risks, charges, and expenses carefully before investing. The investment return and principal value of an ETP will fluctuate, so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth 
more or less than their original cost. ETPs trade like stocks and may trade for less than their net asset value.  Investments in ETNs may be subject to the risk that their value is reduced 
because of a downgrade in the issuer’s credit rating, potentially resulting in default. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. No part of this Material may be produced in 
any form, or referred to in any other publication, without our express written permission. For additional information on Sage and its investment management services, please view our 
web site at www.sageadvisory.com, or refer to our Form ADV, which is available upon request by calling 512.327.5530.


